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MIGHTY ATLANTIC OCEAN PYRAMIDS FOUND
On approximately April 1, 1977, the Agence France-Presse released a 

brief, international news story stating that an underwater pyramid had been 
seen by Charles Berlitz, author of‘The Bermuda Triangle’ (available in paper- 
back at $1.95 Avon Book Publishers). The article quoted Berlitz as saying the 
sighting occurred “.. .at the junction of the Atlantic and Caribbean at a depth 
of nearly 3,000 feet,” and added “this discovery shows a highly developed an
cient civiHzation once may have existed in the region...” The press release 
went on to say Berlitz claimed the structure... “was larger than, and appeared 
to have the same angle as the Great Pyramid...”

The article went on to quote Berlitz as saying that “the pyramid is 600 
feet high...” Without defining its exact location, the author said he was pre- 
paring a submarine expedition to leave within three months to try to photo- 
graph the pyramid and determine whether it is made of stone... Berlitz sug
gested friends fishing in the Bermuda Triangle saw the pyramid believing it to 
be a mountain. He was also quoted as saying he, Berlitz “... investigated and 
used a new System of lateral sonar to determine that it was a pyramid...” Fi- 
nally, the author reported that United States and Russian scientists “.. .without 
public announcement, had been jointly probing the Bermuda Triangle mys
tery for the past six months under a program ealled ‘Polymode’.”

The famous underwater scientist Jacques Costeau has reportedly investi
gated various aspects of the underwater Atlantic in this region. A recent news 
story said Costeau stated existence of the mythical ‘Lost Continent of Atlantis’ 
couldn’t be substantiated according to his own research.

Presently I’d like to reproduce, verbatim, an April 30, 1977 letter received 
from Eugene T. Condon, President of Margen Internacional, S.A., Clear- 
water, Florida. His communication was in response to my April 27th letter to 
Mr. Condon inquiring about an article written about him by Joan O’Connell 
of the ‘New Atlantean Journal.’ Gene Condon: an Atlantean Re-discoverer. 
“Joan suggested I write direct to you (Gene Condon), for specific details,” I 
wrote. The article included a sonar depth chart of the recently discovered 
pyramid which lies east of Bermuda in the Triangle area and is reproduced 
here.

“Gene Condon played a decisive role in uncovering this most precious 
artifact from the ancient continent,” the article continued... “Condon and his 
wife Mary Ann will soon be seen in the movie “Some Call it God,” produced 
by Alan Newman, with their segment covering plant communication. His 
April 29th, '77 letter reads:
“Mr. Bill Cox, Editor, The Pyramid Guide, Santa Barbara, California 
Dear Bill:

Thank you for your letter expressing interest in our recently discovered 
pyramid.

“Actually, the pyramid was discovered by a Capt. Don Henry, an associ
ate of mine last June or July. Prior to Joan O’Connell’s release on the pyramid, 
it was published for the first time by George Van Tassel in last July’s issue of 
his periodical, “The Proceedings,” so quite obviously, Charles Berlitz is a 

Johnny-come-lately, and did not, as the newspaper article said, discover this 
pyramid last month.

“He was, however, taken to the site by Capt. Henry, with my permission, 
and did ah extensive sonar search of the area, and reaffirmed the pyramid’s 
existence conclusively. I don’t know how detailed the article that you read was 
because apparently it has varied from newspaper to newspaper. The sub- 
Continued on page 3

ANCIENT PYRAMIDS RING THE PLANET
Recent discoveries of ocean-floor pyramids in the Atlantic support the 

theory that a beit of such land and sea structures encircle the globe. This ‘real 
in fact’ pyramid meridian follows the 30 degrees north latitude arc girdling the 
earth. It is a notoriously active passage, intersecting some of the world’s most 
significant land and sea borders and historic sites. This track also includes 
notable regions of magnetic anomalies: the Bermuda Triangle, off Florida, the 
Devil’s Sea south of Japan, and the Great Pyramid, that great time-capsule, 
observatory and library of stone in Egypt.

Knowledgeable researchers believe the larger pyramids of ancient times 
were likely prime sources of, and distributors of energy gathered from the Uni- 
verse. Their secondary purpose applies in some measure current textbook 
theories showing the pyramids as only adapted to the culture, religious and 
burial practices of later civilizations.

It now appears these pyramids, so defined on a world map or globe at the 
locations where first constructed will reveal a secret message. The expected 
impartation deals with the following observations: 1) The pyramid beit was 
constructed to reduce earth’s wobble on its axis. 2) The spherical line of pyra
mids around the world were so designed as to channel higher energies for 
power and use in certain directions by the high priests and elite of prehistory 
civilizations. 3) The message also indicates that the pyramid meridian defines 
the best areas of search for the world’s — as yet — undiscovered and most illu- 
minating antiquities; the time is at hand in the Age of Aquarius, even though 
earth changes through the millenia have made deserts or ocean bottoms out of 
many verdant, populated areas along this beit. 4) The moment for New Age 
‘tuning,’ a time for humankind to tune back into the very core of its inner 

I being has arrived; a time for the human races to re-tune, back into one an
other, nature and the cosmos.

Excitement mounts as the eye follows the compass line on the world map, 
East or West of the Great Pyramid of Giza along 30° north latitude. Tracing 
the line eastward, we find Jerusalem nearby, Sakaka in northern Arabia, the 
historic city of Ur, Kuwait in Southern Iraq, the seat of ancient Mesopotamia, 
the region of Babylonian, Assyrian and Sumerian peoples who constructed 
several pyramidal monuments and ziggurats.

This region of early Mesopotamia meets the junction of the historic, 
United Rivers, the Euphrates and Tigris waterways exiting as one in the Per- 
sian gulf near the latitude north 30° line. The pyramid beit continues on 
across the Southern tip of Afghanistan and through Saharanpur, India. The 
Hindus, in their Puranhas, describe pyramids of such antiquity that they no 
longer exist, predating any known pyramids found on land today.

The eastern passage then proceeds through the northern tip of Nepal, 
and onward dividing the heartlines of Saka, Lhasa and Batang in Tibet. The 
world’s highest, Mount Everest, lies slightly southward of the 30 degree meri
dian. It it beiieved that Tibetan pyramids never attained the size of the 
‘Cheops’ pyramid. But they were distinguished by their multi-colored sides, in- 
scribed with tribal symbols of deep meaning to the people who constructed 
them.

As mentioned in recent issues of the ’Guide, the pyramid line advances 
eastward through China, not far south of the Shensi, Sian pyramids and the 
Pan-P’O Village, pyramid complex. ChungKing and Shanghai are notably 
close to this circuitous, pyramid route. Continuing eastward across the Pacific 
Ocean, the world’s ancient pyramid path advances below and lateral to the 
Southern extremity of the Japanese mainland, north of, but very near to the 

! triangular-shaped ‘Devil’s Sea.’ The line then slices through a vast stretch of 
| the open Pacific eastward and intruding into and beyond the northern tip of 
i the legendary, sunken continent of ‘Mu.’ It was surely a land-base for two or 
j more giant pyramids and countless, smaller step pyramids, possibly pre-dating 
’ all man-made pyramidal structures ever known. Midway Island, one of the 
! last, visible landmarks of the ancient continent of ‘Mu’ lies slightly south of the 
30° north parallel.

Notice how the pyramid beit projects a line across the meeting of land 
and sea along the northern shore of the Gulf of Lower California, as it also 
projects across a similar plane in the Persian gulf, and continues this same 
characteristic in a line separating the U.S. mainland and the Gulf of Mexico 
— particularly at New Orleans. From there the pyramid meridian cuts across 
St. Augustine, Florida. Then it progresses onward through the notorious Ber
muda Triangle south of the Bermuda Islands, where Dr. Ray Brown dis
covered his sea-bed pyramid and crystal. This is also the general area of the 

। greater pyramids recently found on the ocean floor off Florida. Moreover, it 
1 lies within a portion of the suspected, lost continent of Atlantis and its sunken 
pyramids, perhaps the original site of the originating, master pyramid of the 

. world’s remaining pyramid structures found today.
Continued on page 5



THE (2 U E E N’ S CHAMBER
JADE, AN INSTRUMENT OF LOCAL AND DISTANT COMMUNICATION

From time immemorial JADE, called YU by the Chinese, has been vener- 
ated by people all over the world. Similar stones were identified by varying 
names and universally used by ancient civilizations. True JADE is noted by its 
specific gravity and is Jound in many colors. This is not generally known, as 
jewelry jade is usually featured in varying shades of green. Good jade is trans- 
lucent, particularly on the edges.

When Chinese immigrants came to California during the Gold Rush days, 
or to help build railroads, they continued to look for, and often found jade. If 
China ever had any jade mines the supply was used up long ago. Thus the Chi
nese had to look for it in other countries, and it was brought in on the OLD 
TRADE [s?Z&] or JADE ROUTES. In some regions long ago, this form of lapi- 
dary was a medium of exchange instead of money. Priests in past centuries 
undertook the heavy bürden of bearing jade for currency. Its hardness makes 
this stone extremely difficult to carve. There are two simple tests to determine 
its authenticity: 1. Jade will not scratch, except by a harder substance such as 
diamond or hepatite. 2. For a quick test drop a single drop of water on your 
stone, if the water retains its globular form instead of running it is true jade.

Jade from Burma and the Tarim Basin provided the large pieces wrought 
into such literally Divine forms. The Chinese and others endowed jade with 
the attributes of Immortality... due to its long life and other characteristics. 
The practice of placing a piece on the tongue of the deceased was common in 
Egypt as well as China. Nine pieces of jade wouid frequently be placed in the 
body, one in each orifice.

The JADE LOCUSS or CICADA was the symbol of resurrection and was 
placed in the mouth of the Matriarch... The CICADA cycle occurs every 17 
years. The border of the Cicada also furnished the outline of ancient robes in 
both the Orient and South America, fade was once a common instrument for 
contact between continents, especially connecting the Orient with Central 
America. Jade thumb rings worn by archers accompanying surveyors in North 
America have been found, lending support to the Chinese Classics describing 
such explorations. The use of Jade in sacred articles endowed it with Divine 
implications. Its magnetic properties lent a faith in its properties surpassing 
Superstition.

For instance, fish-shaped, early compasses were made of jade. Some origi
nally were shaped like a spoon to emulate the outline of the Constellation of 
Draco. By twirling the spoon on its curved surface it was found the artifact 
wouid wobble and line up with the “SOUTH.” Some jade compasses were 
made in Central America and resembled little canoes with slightly upturned 
ends.

Jade amulets have been found that are maps and compasses... Regardless 
of the weather one end wouid point to magnetic North. ‘Dead jade,' that is, a 
stone that has Iain in graves for thousands of years [and turned to chicken 
bone\ can be revived. Jade has the divine gift of immortality. Its use with de
ceased persons denotes veneration, immortality, protection and a multitude of 
good aspects testifying to the Status of the deceased.

Jade suits of armour show a connection between the Orient and Mexico 
where jade armour made of plates and set with plugs have been found to be 
similar. Mutton-fat jade, so named for its milky whiteness was used in cere- 
monial objects. Among them, chimes cut to resonance, and when struck, 
sounded the note of a particular chant.

Jade was reportedly used in space craft as a magnetic needle. Amulets 
were handed down in families for a thousand years. In addition io the sym
bolism inscribed on them, when two pieces were originally cut in equal size, 
shape and symbolism they wouid resonate, and brothers who met in ßesh or 
spirit could identify one another [fnusz’caZZy] tonally.

A stränge psychic phenomenon once occured to a writer. I have over 200 
sketches to prove the story. The author, wearing a very large and ancient 
CELT offade from a Mayan grave, wouid lapse into a trance. As rapidly as 
his pen could ßy he drew scenes from ancient Mayan life, including person- 
ages, maps, scenes, ceremonies, instruments, etc. These drawings had several 
aspects, and when inverted provided a second picture. I cannot explain how it 
was done but I saw it happen. It might be called psychic art, magnetically and 
telepathically inßuenced by the ancient Celt.

Wearing of jade apparently permits telepathy or communication in both 
normal or trance States. The area of experimentation with jade and crystals is 
wide open. I know of an experience where accidental resonance between jade 
and crystal affected a recorded voice on tape; IN AN INACTIVE CASSETTE 
RECORDER. Ancient Coptic Priests reported that a jade device permitted 
communication between Egypt and Yucatan masters, and that the sound of a 
drop of water in a Yucatan pyramid could be heard in an Egyptian temple, or 
the other way around. * by Thelma Dunlap
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Fourth Dimension Reachout
THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE — A TIME-FOLD PYRAMID

It has come to me through various intuitional, verbal and written 
means that the infamous Devil’s Triangle in the Atlantic, off the Coast of 
Florida, isn’t the flat, two-dimensional triangle usually seen, as depicted in 
Photo 1. I believe it is a fhree-dimensional, three-sided pyramid (a tetra- 
hedron), see Photo 2.

The mysterious pyramid form I refer to here is of course in visible. 
The fourth triangle — its theoretical base — underlies the three unseen, 
equilateral, triangular sides. All triangular frame measurements and base 
sides are of equal length, being approximately 1,125 miles long on any one 
edge. This interdimensional Pyramid Stands above the mythical Bermuda 
Triangle area with its apex a towering 950 miles high above the Atlantic 
Ocean surface.

Within this gigantic, prephysical pyramid lurks a peculiarly sinister 
TESSERAC (an ever-moving cube in space). It is a three-dimensional, 
space warp, navigating unpredictably within the greater pyramid form. 
This deadly time dialating window above the sea in the triangle area is 
constantly changing its position, both in direction and altitude. The cube 
never leaves the confines of its incredible habitat — the great sea-sky tetra- 
hedron. This Tesserac is a gateway to other planes, spheres and dimensions. 
UFO’s conveniently use these portals to enter and depart from our three- 

dimensional world. Once entry has been made by a person or thing through 
the Tesserac opening — voluntarily or otherwise — immediate time change 
forward or backward occurs with respect to Earth’s present calendar-clock- 
time dimension as we know it. This traveling cube within the great invisi
ble maxi-mid has been clairvoyantly (mediumistically), determined as mea- 
suring approximately 30 meters along any one of its edges.

The first question that entered my mind when the foregoing informa
tion repeatedly came up during inquiry was: “How could a 425 foot-long, 
freighter suddenly evaporate into a 117’ x 117’ rectangular time-tunnel?” 
In later research with form energy I found some possible answers: 1. The 
ship could be larger than the space-warp. The immediate energy field sur
rounding the invisible tesserac, or any form, is substantially greater in size 
than the basic form. 2. An expanded energy envelope maintains its pulsat- 
ing field and identity in the männer of the human aura which is greater in 
size and is the matrix of one’s physical body.

Tesseracs resemble in activity, the so-called ‘black holes’ in outer 

space. We have other Tesseracs within our earth-sphere, and these account 
for some of the sudden, “Now-you-see-them, now-you-don’t” appearances 
and disappearances of extraterrestrial, alien craft reported in hundreds of 
UFO sightings since 1947. The larger and more powerful among these 
time-distorting portals will likely be found above our planet. Spacemen 
know where these intra- and interdimensional tesseracs are located.

Besides the Bermuda Triangle, according to the late Ivan Sanderson, 
there are at least five other triangular-shaped, Devil’s Graveyards. These 
dangerspots are located between latitudes 30° to 40°, both north and south 
of the equator. Lesser anomalies occur in another six such sites, making a 
total of twelve; with five found above and another five encountered below 
the equator. Each is evenly spaced 72° apart encircling the world. The re- 
maining two magnetic, space-time sites are found at the poles. A high inci- 
dence of human life, sea and aircraft losses have been recorded in these 
locales. The ‘Devil’s Sea’ southeast of Japan, though less traveled and not 
as well known, is even more nefarious in causing calamitous events.

Tesseracs of lesser size and intensity manifest as magnetic marvels at 
various planetary locations, such as the Gold Hill, Oregon Vortex and 
similar sites where these nodal points in the earth’s magnetic fields appear. 
Earth’s unmoving Tesseracs are somewhat deadened, being embedded and 
relatively fixed in the earth’s crust. They seem to be responsible for a high 
rate of land-based accidents, though they are likened to energy meridians 
(acupuncture points) in the human body. Thus the dangers of entering 
earthbound Tesseracs significantly differs from these prowling time-fold 
Windows hovering within the invisible three-sided pyramids lying above 
land and sea.

A combined total of over 1,000 people, and 100 ships and aircraft have 
disappeared inside the Bermuda Triangle-Pyramid alone, and without a 
single body or trace of wreckage being found. l’m convinced the Bermuda 

Triangle’s overhead structure in no way conforms to the five sided, prism- 
like polygon shown in Photo 3, though it presents an alternative approach. 
u:ii rr.v



PAGE 3
MIGHTY ATLANTIC OCEAN PYRAMIDS FOUND

marine that is mentioned in the article as a ten-man submersible happens to 
belong to me unless there is another ten-man submarine in existence that I 
know nothing about. At this date, no arrangement has been made with me for 
the use of the submarine by Charles Berlitz or anyone eise. As a matter of fact, 
Capt. Henry and I have had plans for quite some time to go after the pyramid 
and photograph it, and at this time, the plans do not include Charles Berlitz.

“In your letter you refer to Dr. Tony Benik as having a full story on the 
pyramid. I don’t know who this gentleman is, and he must be referring to 
another pyramid, as there is no full story. The only people who know about 
oilr pyramid is Capt. Henry, Berlitz and me, and at best, it’s sketchy. The fol
lowing is all that we know as of this date. The pyramid is exactly the same size 
as Cheops. It covers an area of 13 acres, the tip is 265 feet below the surface of 
the ocean. The entrance is on the east side. There is a latitudinal correlation 
between it, Cheops, and the Pyramid to the Sun [in Mexico} according to 
Capt. Henrys latestfindings.

We also strongly suspect that its cap [iione] is still intact. Our tentative 
plans are, if everything goes well, to photograph the pyramid sometime this 
summer.

This is all the information I have at this time. I’m sure you understand 
my reluctance to give its location inasmuch as I assume that you intend to 
publish this information.

I’m sure that you are well aware that a find such as this has enormous 
archeological and anthropological value, so therefore, I am not promising you 
any exclusive Position in our findings in the future, but I do promise that I will 
keep you informed. Very truly yours, Eugene T. Condon, President Margen 
International, S.A.

Now we turn to the comments made by William Jones appearing in a 
1974 issue of the Unicom Guide P.O. Box 11716, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

. .The Bermuda Triangle is one of seven areas in the worid of Lost Con- 
tinents... A part of Atlantis lies within the Triangle... Within is the lost city of 
Poseida which now rests on the ocean bottom in about 30,000 feet of water...

“...This part of Atlantis sank slowly so the Atlantean, pyramid-action 
generators are still in one piece. Some are still working.. .and causing the ‘vor
tex.’ The generators störe up this energy which later shoots out when there is 
an overflow... Planes are drawn to them (the pyramid generators) because of 
magnetic attraction. This throws intruding craft and their occupants into 
another dimension. I believe they are still alive and healthy, but cannot re- 
tufn.” (Ed. note: Jones’ Statement has been challenged by others who believe 
the victims lost without trace in the Bermuda Triangle, though still conscious, 
shed their bodies when they enter the time warp; because they couldn’t physi- 
cally withstand the sudden, increased energy [vibratory] rates manifesting in 
the time-fold pocket.)

William Jones continues: “...We know the paths of shipping lanes are 
literally strewn with pyramids... Some have mirrored sides to reflect solar 
energy with a laser effect. A crystal moves within the (axion) generator’s center 
to focus the exiting laser beam...

“I made several research trips to this (The Bermuda Triangle) area in 
1966 and 1968... We spent a month diving and using sonar cameras. We ob- 
served phenomena. A gxeenish blue light emitted from the sea... Things were 
too deep to get results by diving... We took closed circuit T. V. pictures from a 
miniature submarine and a diving bell in an ocean floor, valley area... We 
were afraid to bring out a lot of these findings, because people do not always 
use this knowledge for humanitarian purposes... We also checked things 
through psychic observation.” Jones said, “I will be returning to the area with 
Charles Berlitz soon to do more research...” At the time, Jones believed there 
was an expedition underway (1974) in the triangle area — very close to the 
region of his own investigations.

Ivan Sanderson said that Spanish sponge divers saw transparent domes off 
the coast of Spain. Pilots and passengers flying over the Atlantic have occa- 
siönally reported seeing a line of circular forms on the ocean floor. These even- 
ly spaced domes apparently run along a direct path for several miles. Those 
I’ve talked to believe these circles could have been domes. The hemispheric 
form turns up in undersea sightings described later on in this article.

Now we come to the quite amazing testimony of Tony Benik of Los An
geles, California.

Tony, questioned by Patricia Wortman for the August and November 
1974, and April 1975 interview series in the Unicom Guide, described Tony’s 
experiences in the Atlantic-Bermuda Triangle area:

“The ocean pyramids are there,” he said. One structure was found in 
about 10,000 feet of water by an expeditionary force which included Tony as a 
psychic investigator. “.. .No human is able to swim that deep so we have to use 
other methods of investigation, and that requires a large outlay of money,” he 
said. Members of the group temporarily lived on the boat, without land con- 
tact, as the radio wouldn’t work in the triangle. “There are eleven mediums, 
four technical specialists, plus boat captain and two crew members — eighteen 
in all.” The mediums, he said, were selected for their aptitude in channeling 
information beyond ordinary sense perception. “There were also changes in 
the physical bodies of those persons who went into the triangle,” he added.

While fishing, Tony claimed he hooked into one of eleven ancient tablets, 
with two having an estimated age of at least 400,000 years, suggesting the 
material in the tablets was man-made. “.. .It’s so hard we can’t chip it with a 
hämmer and chisel, and it even defies a diamond drill,” he said. “One tablet

ago. Some astronomers who saw it, say it was accurate for that time period. 
Three planets showed up which are not in our solar System today... the astron
omers suggested the three planets may have entered three black holes in 
space...”

The psychics finally concluded that the key to decoding their information 
would be found in Mt. Shasta. “.. .We know an (Atlantic) pyramid and build
ings are down in the ocean,” Tony added, “Some kind of force allows us to go 
in and out without harming (absorbing) us... It’s a force that heals, but we 
don’t know what it is. We also have 25,000 feet of film of the pyramid... You 
can see the pyramid very clearly and carved symbols have been written on the 
buildings — and a few statues... The structures seem to be perfectly preserved 
with no marine life growing on them; no mollusks, barnacles, nothing...”

Benik told Pat the buildings appeared to be made from the same porous 
material as the tablets, but the pyramid is composed of plates, a metallic-like 
or crystalline coating. “The soundings we made took less time to go through 
the pyramid than they would have had it been solid metal... We suspect there 
are eleven rooms in the pyramid,” he added, “and there are 22 dome-shaped 
buildings in a perfect circle around the pyramid... It could have been one of 
the universe’ great libraries, storing records of unknown origin and content... 
But we doubt that the (complex) was a city as we know it,” he went on.

“The mediums picked up the location of great cylinders; one in Alaska, 
and another in South America, and they believe the South American cylinder 
would be found first... They are a source of tremendous energy unknown to 
our Science today,” said Tony. “There should be a total of four cylinders ac- 
cordng to the readings; put together they would provide power over the whole 
worid, and maybe other worlds as well,” he said. (Ed. note: some of the medi
ums had been very accurate in other predictions, giving assurance to those 
who were aware of the total information channeled by them.) “...The cylin
ders are probably made of crystal, glass-like, clear and without color...” Tony 
said the tablets proved undecipherable: “We don’t even know if we have them 
right side up,” he added.

“You know, fishermen and others have seen pillars and posts in the ocean 
area off Bimini, but archeologists have refused to investigate them.”

In April 1975, Tony Benik, in another interview with Pat Wortman said: 
“...A diversionary underwater exploration was made approximately 125 miles 
from the original pyramid... They (the group) came across a large valley on 
the ocean bed... Dome shaped buildings were perched on the sides of a moun- 
tainous subsea terrain...” These domes were different in arrangement, accord
ing to Benik, “A trench-like line connected one to the other... The video on 
the boat showed there was a much larger buiiding at the end of the valley... 
As the submarine maneuvered in, Bangl All Instruments on the surface vessel 
went haywire and the video screen blew up... The compass needle spun so fast 
it appeared as a silver blur.. .moreover, the sonar screen showed impossible 
lines, and the ships engine stopped... All the time, the sea was smooth as glass 
...but the sub returned to the ship with its Instruments also affected by an 
unknown force,” he said.

However, later in the article, Tony describes the sub’s approach to the 
large buiiding at the end. One half mile before reaching it the sub became 
arrested “...The engine didn’t stop and the propellers kept turning, but it 
couldn’t go one inch further... Our cameras on zoom took close pictures from 
one mile to three quarters of a mile distance... Then distortion set in and the 
film became blank... The film lab told us it appeared as though the film from 
six separate cameras were scorched, and the video tapes are in a mess...

“From what we can determine,” said Tony, “the buiiding at the end (or 
beginning) is triangular-shaped with similar shaped buildings on top of each 
other.. .better described as a pyramid-formed structure buiit up in seven steps. 
“Finally...” he added, “This edifice isn’t nearly as large as the other one.”

During the interview, Tony claimed the submarine was 14,000 feet below 
the surface, in total darkness and the aforementioned buiiding reflected more 
light than the sub’s lights striking against it. “Do you remember my telling 
about that ‘vehicle’ photographed close to the pyramid?” Tony asks. “Well, its 
gone. If it was driven away, it left no tracks...” “Furthermore,” says Tony, 
“...there’s still some of the pyramid we can’t see. Measurements indicate 
there’s more of it under the ocean floor... The other buildings are also larger 
than original estimates.” Bill Cox

Copper cadeusus-wound, Pyramid Hat.. . open frame style. Also Copper cadeusus- 
wound ANKH, (an electric metal) in combination with CARBON ROD (a magnetic 
material). All available for experimental use only. NEO PYRA TECHNIC PROD
UCTS, a division of Blue Rose Ministry, P.O. Box 622, Joshua Tree, Cal. 92252.



4TRANSMITTING ENERGY FROM 
ONE FORMINTO ANOTHER

This is a partial text of a cassette tape-letter by Kenneth 
Killick, advanced research scientist of Ontario Canada, (for- 
mer researcher with the late Wilbert B. ‘Wib’ Smith) sent to 
Don Reed, 94 Midwood Ave., Wolcott, Conn. 06716. The in
formation is based on technology developed through Wib's 
psychic contact with ‘The Boys Topside,' concerning artificial 
electromagnetic means for transducing tensor energies.

“For the last two and one-half years there have 
been a nurnber of unusual effects playing havoc with 
our general radio, and navigational devices. This hasn’t 
been solely confined to Canada; but has affected north- 
eastern United States. I believe the Russians have been 
working in a particular field and may not know all the 
answers, but have apparently gotten a fair way along in 
their experiments...

“Nikola Tesla, around the turn of the Century de
veloped a ‘magnifying transformer.’ It propagated elec
trical energy from Boulder, Colorado to the central 
plateau on the continent of Africa. Tesla reported he 
had success transmitting through, not atmospheric reso- 
nance, but Earth resonance, energy of a usable form. 
Later he stated it was achieved through the form of 
Standing waves. High-voltage electrical and radio engi- 
neers don't particularly cater to Standing waves...

“I believe four stations in the U.S.S.R. transmit 
their hydrocarbon energy sources from where it natur- 
ally occurs, in the Siberian fields, to the Russian indus
trial beit in the Western part of the nation. They go to 
the primary source area and do a direct thermal conver- 
sion, and from thermal to electrical, and then to wire- 
less transmission of energy...

"Tesla’s discovery shows a Standing wave touches 
the Earth’s surface in a certain location. A Standing 
wave has a rotational field; a cyclonic rotating field. 
Remember some time ago I mentioned that to ehange 
the manifestation of the mass you must ehange the ener
gy, and vice versa. This is a key to understanding all 
natural phenomena. It appears the Russians have been 
using Tesla’s knowledge, coupled with the works of 
others, and they’ve managed to hang it all together. 
They’ve probably produced some hardware able to push 
enormous power into the Earth.

“It’s very interesting reading through this paper 
you sent to me (Peshka KBE excerpts). This gentleman 
is talking about torsional balance. Without delving into 
the worid of mysticism.. .one cannot have a balance un- 
less one has three components: a beam, a fulcrum, and 
somewhere on that beam, two opposing ends. If you 
take any three natural components — spin, gravity, and 
centrifugal force, you have a unique stability, and all 
within the realm of precession, the inherent ‘wobble.’ 
Establishment Science has overlooked the fact that there 
is no such thing as a static balance — there is only a 
dynamic balance, and it always manifests. If you couid 
diminish your field of view and increase your magnifi- 
cation of the minute, you would see that it always oscil- 
lates.

“Now with regard to the recent Russian endeavors 
...when these Standing waves come up they rotate and 
also have a Charge. This depends on where the wave 
comes up. This may sound odd, but you can increase or 
decrease the relative electrical Charge in the matter 
making up our atmosphere. Then you influence the 
density of the atmosphere. And with low density you 
now have an anti-cyclone, rotating counterclockwise in 
the Northern hemisphere, or a clockwise, cyclonic spin.

“We refer to them as ‘highs’ and ‘lows’ in baro- 
metric pressure. The highs give us stability, the lows 
turbulence. Weather patterns operational across the 
northern hemisphere over the last three years have been 
very peculiar. First of all, we see areas where the weath
er has literally stood still. Highs hang around for days 
on end, even weeks. These highs cause drouths all the 
way from the central Republic of Chad, in Africa, 
laterally across the North Atlantic which stopped 
weather patterns moving across Europe. Stall patterns 
in Canada, and subsequently in the U.S. have stopped 
the normal east-west flow of air, with increasing air 
flows from the north to south. This causes freezing 
weather in the warmer parts of your country with few 
winter rains and is invariably followed by drouth.’’

A NOTE AND PHOTO...from Mary Hardy and fami- 
ly, (including puppy-dog) of Allegan, Michigan says: 
“Dean and I have been working with pyramid energy 
for several years. We’ve found three different frequen-

THE GENESA ‘LOVE CRYSTAL’...A sure way to har- 
monize with the Infinite, Divine Source, through the 
medium of form; physically, mentally and spiritually 
flowing with ‘what is’ from the inside-out. Week-end 
courses in GENESA are regularly offered in Southern 
California. For information write to Dr. Derald Lang
ham Ph.D., 4702 San Jacinto Terrace, Fallbrook, Cali
fornia 92028

WORDS OF WISDOM FROM WHAMMOND

MUSIC AND MATH
David Nez’ letter (see Pyramid Guide #28 p. 4) was 

most interesting. He mentions (phi) (j) = 1.618 an ‘ir
rational’ musical interval, ie., a slightly sharped, minor 
6th. Strange!

For a musical 5th = 3/2 = 1.5
Note that phi (|) = 1.6
And I have heard it said that (|) is a MUSICAL 

FIFTH. Couid it be that this ‘fifth’ = 1.5 on the equal 
tempered scale? The bastardized scale we use may not 
be a true 5th interval, but instead the true 5th is (|) 
(1.618) on the ‘diatonic’ or ‘true’ musical scale intuited 
by ear-playing, non-mechanized musicians.
GALACTIC UFO

There’s nothing wrong with your idea about the 
similarity between the galaxy photo shown on page 7 of 
#28 Pyramid Guide.

The true and most obvious explanation of the 
‘Saturn* appearing UFO's is in Nikola Tesla’s ‘equatori
al ring.’ Tesla said around 1930 “If I couid put a cable 
around earth’s equator, I couid (electrically) move 
earth to anywhere I wanted...” John Worral Keely 
said, “I annul gravity by encircling an object with a 
wire.” The spiralling galaxies, Saturn and our less mas
sive planet all operate on the same principle. Now the 
UFO intelligences merely copy what nature puts right 
before the unseeing eyes of so many of our scientists.

Famed photos of such ring-type UFO’s were taken 
over Trinidad, and another was captured on film near 
Zurich, Feb/’75. It can also be seen on the front cover 
of “Official UFO” magazine, Dec/’76.
THE CRYSTAL EYE AND IRIDOLOGY

‘The Eye in the Crystal’ article in #28 Pyramid 
Guide reminds me of the Science of Iridology. The hu
man Constitution, heart, liver, kidney, etc., are encoded 
in the patterns of the iris. There are good books avail
able on this too long forgotten subject. Wouldn’t it be 
interesting if an Iridologist couid furnish us with an 
iris reading of the mysterious ‘Eye in the Crystal?’ 
SIGNIFICANT PLANETARY POINTS

I first began to “link” UFO’s with “Cheops” pyra
mids, mentally, when I noticed that “Cheops” pyramid 
was on an angle exactly one half way between the ill- 
famed “Bermuda Triangle” and the similarly notorious 
“Devil's Sea,” off Japan. The two sea-zones seem to be 
haunted with excessive UFO activity, and a great num- 
ber of aircraft and ships have disappeared there. The 
Cheops Pyramid is supposed to cause weird happenings. 
The Instrumentation in planes flying overhead becomes 
inoperative and this seems to occur in the “Devil’s Sea” 
and the “Bermuda Triangle,” and invariably when 
UFO’s are near.

DISCOVERY OF
DOWSING CHEOP’S TOMB?

The following letter was forwarded to the ‘Guide by Legory 
O’Loughlin, President of the Southern California Chapter of 
American Society of Dowsers. “Thought you might be inter
ested,” says ’Gory.

Dear Mr. O’Loughlin:
I’m sure you would like to hear of my expe- 

rience in Egypt on the Plateau of Giza with my 
divining rods.

I landed in Cairo on Octoher Ist, 1975. 
After bedding down in the Kahilli Hotel, I laid 
around and rested then went down to the restau- 
rant and had some Egyptian Goolash. Then I 
hailed a cab and went out to the pyramids. I was 
amazed and spent four days out there going 
through the catacombs and taking movies, also 
riding a camel.

On the fourth day I remembered my divin
ing rods so I took them along. My guide took me 
out to the west side of the three pyramids and 
showed me the Sahara Club tent. Then we 
walked down a rocky knoll so I couid line the 
pyramids up for a picture... I took out my divin
ing rods. My guide asked me what they were so I 
demonstrated by throwing a coin out on the 
ground and my bent coat hangers [L-rot/5] 
crossed over it. He still didn’t believe in what I 
had done, so I turned my back to him and told 
him to hide a coin under the sand. It didn’t take 
me a minute to find it. He was amazed. Then I 
proceeded across the knoll, and near the center 
the rods crossed again. This was over bare rock. 
I told him there is metal down there, but I had 
no way to dig it out, so I left.

Now for centuries archaeologists have been 
digging and searching for the lost tomb of 
Cheops and Kepheren. And so help me, I be
lieve Cheop’s tomb is under that rocky knoll, as 
there have never been any excavations there.

I’m getting too old to go galavanting around 
the worid anymore so I would like to pass this 
experience on to others seeking adventure. I 
think I couid draw a map of the locality but it 
might not be accurate. Sincerely, Lewett C. 
Hart, 1950 Dogwood Ave., Reedsport, Oregon 
97467

SUGGESTED PYRAMID EXPERIMENTS

(Information paraphrased from, and with 
thanks to Pyramid Products, 701 W. Ivy, Glen- 
dale, California 91204.)

Hair coloring... Mixing pyramid energized 
peroxide with the selected tint (up to eight 
hours) should produce greater depth of color in 
the hair. Also elimination of yellow band in 
bleaching will result when energized water is 
used as a rinse. Hair shines and curls better. In 
addition, energizing the ‘setting lotion’ extends 
the term of the ‘set...’

Pyramid charged beauty preparations... 

such as cleaners, creams, lotion, ointment, etc... 
are subtly affected, and a difference becomes 
apparent over a projected period of time. A 
nightly pyramid charged water, facial-rinse 
should enhance the experiment...

Household cleaners... liquids, soaps, 
sprays so charged and applied, and followed 
with a pyramid water wash should produce a 
pleasing lustre on shiny surfaces.

Birds... respond well to pyramid energized 
water; canaries might sing more and better, and 
develop a superior yellow color. The plumage of 
parakeets and parrots brightens and becomes 
more vivid. Hummingbirds seem to congregate 
in larger numbers and delight in bird food 
mixed in, and charged with pyramid water...

Siow down disintegration of gold leaf... 

Notice the difference after a twenty-four hour 
charge inside, or under your pyramid. Also, 
tube paints flow better when so charged over- 
night. The bottoms of bird cages and fish tanks 
become less offensive in their odor and appear-



PAGE 5
THE EYE SYMBOL IN CRYSTAL

Hello Bill Cox —
Referring to the lead story of ‘The Eye in the Crystal, ’ Pyramid Guide 

issue #28, here are some thought-experiences that might be of interest:
Event 1 — When I first read of Dr. Ray Brown’s pyramid-crystal dis

covery in the Pyramid Guide #18 I got excited because during the period 
1967-72, I was drawing designs and symbols. Previous to my esoteric studies, I 
didn’t know the purpose of these drawings, although I assumed they served 
some internal psychological function. I am no artist, often-recurring forms 
were made by laying one or the other hand on p piece of paper, and tracing 
around it. Two handed drawings were spaced to hold a ball between them. In 
my own mind I connected this symbol with the sun.

As I began esoteric healing and other studies in 1975, I obtained informa- 
tion suggesting I had been an energy scientist on the ancient continent of 
Atlantis. Then came the Guide article describing Dr. Brown’s finding of the 
crystal held by two metal hands in the undersea pyramid. This produced great 
excitement in me, for in 1974 I made a mirror resembling the above design, 
by tracing the outlines of my hands onto copper foil. I cut out the design and 
tinned it with solder, then soldered it to a foil-wrapped, round mirror.

Event 2 — Later — probably in the summer of 1976 — I began reading 
J.R. Tolkien’s trilogy, ‘Lord of the Rings.’ As I read on, I began to sense there 
was more here than fantasy with a haunting quality behind Tolkien’s theme. 
This may explain in part the immense popularity of his books.

In the great battle between light and darkness an interesting object, the 
‘Palantir’ appears, as first mentioned in book two, chapter 11. It’s a kind of 
crystal ball. In the story two or three ‘palantirs’ are in existence, although 
myth suggests there were more. Gandalf, the good wizard, knew the crystals’ 
function. We learn this after reading several hundred pages.

The ‘palantir’ provides a communication network between similar crystals 
and allows a look into removed areas. When looking into the ‘palantir’ the eye 
of the magician Sauron was often perceived. At the time, I was struck by the 
similiarity to Brown’s crystal.

Event 3 — The ‘Eye in the Crystal’ article presents an incredible match- 
up between my drawing, Brown’s discovery, Tolkien’s writing, and your specu- 
lations on the function of the crystal.

l’m sure we’re on top of a big — and perhaps important — mystery. As in 
Tolkien’s books, there are more crystals to be discovered, either within pyra- 
mids like the Bermuda Triangle crystal Dr. Ray Brown discovered, or perhaps 
in the possession of other humans alive today. I gather that Rev. Robert Short 
or others in contact with you may also be channeling interesting information 
on this subject, and Td like to hear more about it. Sincerely, David P. Ander
son, Box 423, Ouray, Colo. 81427

Dear Bill, 
....Your letters, articles, are invaluable to us and much of what 
you report in the Guide has been, or is being experienced. . .by me! 
In all of your volumes I have yet to find anything about the foll
owing - incidentally, I am no "newcomer" to the pyramids. I made 
and spent time in cloth (home-made tent) pyramids at age 13 (back 
in 1938), but it seems I am being guided into further areas with 
accelera.tion these past 16 months. Can you or your interested 
readers comment on the following experiments? They were conducted 
in and with several "skeptics" being present for Validation.

Test #1. A compass was placed upon a wooden stool - 2/3 up 
from the base in a 36" base, brazing rod pyramid, with Mark V 
corners and cap. There were no electric lines overhead or below 
the test area...a compass rested directly under the peak. Another 
3/8" x 36" brazing rod, held by me, was introduced thru the left 
side, slightly above the compass. It was rotated clockwise around 
the compass. With the pyramid oriented north, the compass need.le 
followed the rod tip around and around, slowly, then rapidly as I 
moved the rod. The compass needle started and stopped several 
times - and reversed direction again. Two members of the P.R.T.C. 
/Psychic Research 6 Training Center, Collingswood, li.J.) were 
Standing to either side of the pyramid.

I would appreciate publication and comments.
Test #2. While seated with a small plastic, cone-shaped 

coffee cup on my head and concentrating, but not deeply, an assoc- 
iate tried to pass a single brass dowsing rod> from left to 
right and right to left over my head. He could not "penetrate" 
the "field" over my head, at about 12" to 15" above. After 
"allowing" the rod to be poised directly over my head, again with 
some light concentration, the rod wouldn't leave the center line 
above my head, even though the dowser passed his hand back right 
to left and left to right above and behind me. Again I request 
your comments.... Yours in Fyramidology, Ken Weber, Box 387,
Medford, N.J. 08055

Oversight.. .THE PRESERVING QUALITIES OF 
PYRAMIDS AND IONS, article appearing in ehe last 
issue of the Pyramid Guide, was written by William 
Hans Weiss, a knowledgeable pyramid researcher-writer 
living in Kirkland, Washington. In the rush and ex
citement of putting the #29 ’Guide together, credit for 

a Mr. Weiss’ valuable contribution was inadvertently 
overlooked.. .Our apologies for the unintended over- 
sight. B.C.

wmid Guide,
I just got Vol. V, No. 3, #27 Jan-Feb. 1977 

and l'm very happy. I know my ideas on "How 
the Pyramid Was Built are in good hands - But 
the reason l'm writing is to thank you for the 
picture on Page 8 - Ship .... from PUNT.

It's just what I needed. It shows what 
they (the Egyptians) used. before BLOCK & TACKLE 
and THE WHEEL. The two masts have holes and/or 
rings at the top: 8 in each mast, and guy poles 
and ropes. In fad the large ropes were what 
they needed to lift the large pyramid stones. 
Some ropes were as thick as a man's arm. Also, 
they didn’t have a DOCK (The poor guys were up 
to their necks in water). And the sails were 
raised not lowered as in our early sailing days 
from a spar. In fact they raised them thus and 
so the top goes from bowed-in tuck to a straight 
shape.

The little bows at the ends of the guy ropes 
added a nice touch. Thanks again, Sincerely, 
H. Lee Stern, Pittsfield, Mass.

Dear Mr. Cox,
I am very grateful to be able to write to you, may I add - 

because of the kindness of Mrs. Betty Moseley - who sent me your 
address.

It was with great interest that I read about the Pyramid, 
because old Egypt has fascinated me for years, but I have never 
had the good fortune to be able to go! - I have longed to go 
ever since I had a. dream - a most vivid, but unusual dream, some 
years ago. I was flying in some stränge craft (this was during 
the last war by the way). But I should mention first of all, I 
could hear my name being called as I was falling through what I 
can only describe as a vortex!

The next thing 'I knew, I was flying in this small little 
thing, although it didn’t seem unusual in my dream. A smiling 
man, steering or driving it, sat by my side, and as I remember 
I too, was very happy. His clothes were unusual, very bright 
colors. We passed over a native bazaar. I could see Bedouins 
in their flowing robes. I knew where I was being taken as we 
headed straight out to the desert - to the Pyramids. I reached 
the Pyramid, and stood by it, in front of a door, with a key in 
my hand. Then I woke up!

There was no conscious reason for this dream. I had never 
dreamt anything like it before - nor have I since. But I have 
never forgotten it, and as the years have past I have been 
drawn towards them, almost as though they had some message to 
give or at least some link. I know that countless people yearly 
go and view these silent sentinels, with mixed feelings mav.be - 
but to me they are not just ancient monuments. I believe they 
have something to teil - maybe wisdom such as we have never 
known! And those who have their minds closed never will know! 
I have feit for years, there was something I should know - well, 
I have been seeking and learned things - and then I leamed about 
you and your Pyramids! Can you teach me to build a Pyramid? I 
am not a mathematician, if it takes one - but I can sure it is 
more than mere chance that I should have read about you, and if 
for some reason I couldn’t enter then - I feel the time is right 
for me to do so now! I put the whole thing in your very capable 
hands. I am sure you can advise me, and maybe bring a dream to 
reality. Whatever the purpose of it was, then , maybe I shall 
find out. Sincerely hoping to hear from you, I am, Yours faith- 
fully, (Mrs.) Eileen Craven, West Yorkshire, England.

ANCIENT PYRAMIDS RING THE PLANET (continued from page 1).
From there, the beit literally runs across that vast, generally unoccupied 

expanse of the Atlantic Ocean to the Canary Islands; Ifni at Rio del Oro on 
the West Coast of Africa; Agadir, Morocco; thence to Beni Abbes,’ Algeria; to 
Gadames in Libya; onward across the Southern tip of the Gulf of Sidra and 
back home to Cairo, Egypt and the Great Pyramid, navel of the world. A pos
sible shift in the world’s continents since ancient times may account-for the 
Great Pyramid’s present location at 29° 58’ 51”, less than one-and ond-half 
seconds Variation from the actual 30 degree meridian.

Terry Allen of Los Angeles points out that the 30° parallels constitute the 
‘Horse Latitudes.’ These dual lines surrounding our globe north and south of 
the equator form the edges of the tradewind belts. The Horse Latitudes are 
noted for their calming, light variable winds, and were apparently fatal to 
horses transported on ships from continent to continent.

Does a pyramid beit then encircle the earth at 30 degrees south latitude? 
Information verifying this possibility has not been forthcoming. It’s easier to 
establish another possible pyramid beit in the vicinity of the equator, as evi- 
denced by pyramids found in Africa, Ceylon, Cambodia, Polynesia, and ex
pected future findings in the Southern tip of ‘Mu’ in the Pacific. Mexico, Cen
tral and South America, mostly north of the equator have continuously re- 
vealed their large numbers of pyramids since the conquests of Cortez 450 years
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THE COCHIMI INDIANS:
Probable Builders of the Pyramids of the Hu Kuma Ka

The Cochimi Indians, according to historical traditions, represented a 
completely forgotten lateral branch of the great Toltec Southern migrations. 
The Cochimis occupied a territory in the shape of a triangle, the three corners 
lie westward at what is presently Valle Redondo, in Baja California, eastward 
to Tierra del Sol, and northward to Julian, California.

The main sources of information about the Cochimis appear in letters, 
reports and the writings of two Franciscan missionaries: Padre Lyendo and 
Padre Piccolo, alert travelers in the area occupied by the Cochimis. Both mis
sionaries founded the Mission of San Ignacio together with the Jesuit Padre 
Baegert. All revered a sacred mountain which they called ‘Chuchuma.’ It was 
a site they used for the Initiation of young men who had reached the age of 
maturity. The youths had to spend three days and three nights in solitude on 
the top of Mt. Chuchuma communing with the spirits of their ancestors. After - 
ward, the young Indian men descended to La Puerta valley where they gave 
detailed accounts of their spiritual experiences during the three days and 
nights of solitude on the mountain.

The traveling missionaries also described the mode of sun-worship prac
ticed by the Cochimi Indians. As the sun descended on the Western horizon, 
tribesmen sat on the highest points of their mountain at the eastern end of 
their territory (near the present location of Tierra del Sol, or as it was called 
before, Tecate High Pass). There they contemplated the sunset forms and 
colors over Chuchuma, their holy mountain, and this was their main religious 
ritual. They believed that the Great Spirit and the spirits of their ancestors 
spoke to them in those moments of reverie.

The Cochimi Indians also worshipped the rocks, particularly those having 
the shapes of eagles and bears. They believed that when they died their souls 
would be carried by an eagle toward the Great Spirit, to unite with the spirits 
of their ancestors. The bear was revered by them as the earthly manifestation 
of power.

The Franciscan and Jesuit fathers noted the peaceful character of the 
Cochimis who never attacked neighboring tribes or travelers Crossing their 
country. This may have been the reason their territory gradually diminished 
in size. The peaceful Cochimas, living in harmony with the forces of nature, 
finally lost their land to the belligerent tribes surrounding them.

The Hu Kuma Ka pyramids believed to have existed at onc time in or 
near Tecate (Lower California) Mexico (just South of the United States — 
Mexican border between Tijuana and Mexicali) have been described in an un- 
published manuscript by the late author-researcher Evans-Wentz, now be
lieved to be in the hands of the Zorastrian priest, Frambose Bode. It’s interest
ing to note that the Hu Kuma Ka Pyramid(s) site is only a short distance South 
of the 30th, (North) Pyramid Parallel now being rediscovered in this decade. 
If any of our readers know .the whereabouts of Frambose Bode, please notify 
the Pyramid Guide. From the files of Thelma Dunlap, Galaway Lake Archeo
logical Survey, Long Beach, Calif. Illustrations — The Rock of the Cochimis 
—- Recommended First Meditations — La Filosofia del Mexico, Antiguo, 2 vol.

By Thelma V. Dunlap

CAP AND RECAP...Dianne Magann, lovely Santa Barbara dancer, and former movie 
and TV personality, models this capstone, open-frame, mind-body, tuning pyramid. The 
addition of a 36x36 inch base, wi-re-frame, overlaying this unique peaked, pyramid proto- 
type creates a double-cap energy effect. One can also increase or alter the pyramids’ imme- 
diate vibrations by placing eight diagonally attached, 12 inch long rods (or equivalent 
plates) to form triangular, configurations at the corners. Photo of ‘Dianne in the Pyra
mid’ taken at the recent Holistic Healing Seminar at Skofield Park, Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia.

SUMMER CONFERENCE ON YOGA, ESOTERIC SCIENCE AND HEALING ENER- 
GIES.. .at the Spa Hotel, Turnbridge Wells, beginning Sunday, July 3rd, 1977, and work- 
shop meetings following, through July 7th. For information phone: Mrs. Vin Rendel, 
Crowborough 61093, c/o Hourne Farm, Steel Cross, Crowborough, East Sussex TN62SQ, 
England. See you there, Bill Cox

PYRAMID ENERGIES CONFERENCE.. .August 19-20th, 1977, at Astara, 792 West 
Arrow Hwy, Upland, Calif. 91786 Phone (714) 981-4941. Excellent Speakers, dynamic pro
gram. For information write to Astara c/o Karinne’ Pevarnik, Public Relations and Semi
nar Director.

STONES MOVED BY FORCES IN NATURE

Robert P. Sharp of C.I.T. and Dwight L. Carey of U.C.L.A. and others 
have observed stones apparently moving considerable distances without human 
or known gravitational Intervention. Some stones left long trails in the sands 
and have been seen in nine normally dry lake beds in California and Nevada. 
Studies by Sharp and Carey were reported in a recent edition of the Geological 
Society of America Bulletin and reviewed in an issue of SCIENCE.

The two scientists began their studies in 1968, continuing for seven years. 
Some thirty stones mysteriously scribed the tell-tale trails. The stone’s positions 
were marked by ßags and identified by name. During the observation period, 
twenty-eight of the thirty stones moved. Unfort'unately, no one has actually 
seen the boulders in motion. Movement was noted mainly during the winters 
of 1968-69, 1972-73 and 1973-74.

In general, the rocks ranged from about 6 ounces to boulder sizes of about 
56 pounds. The largest boulder [ 'Karen J weighed approximately 706 pounds. 
Nancy, weighing only 8.8 ounces, won the record for distance traveled. She 
moved an astonishing 660feet during the observation period. Sharp and Carey 
estimate Nancy’s movement could have reached about two and one-quarter 
miles per hour at times.

The scientific team figured the rock’s erratic stroll was caused by breaking 
up and movement of sheets of ice during the winter. This theory was later 
ruled out after a corral of stakes had been placed around some of the boulders. 
The stones tended to move in a north-northeasterly direction suggesting winter 
winds across the desert surfaces may have caused the boulders to glide, al
though some tracks shifted course before returning to the general north-north- 
easterly track.

In an area labeled Racetrack Playa, several stones left trails with surface 
characteristics indicating a highly slippery condition existed shortly after a 
storm or runoff from snowmelt. Flooding produced a thin layer of super- 
saturated mud overlying a firm base. Strong winds during this condition could 
have dislodged the stones from their resting places. Once set in motion a light 
wind could have kept the stones sailing along until the finest clay particles in 
the water, settling out of Suspension, stopped the skidding boulders. Very fine 
particles in the California desert’s surface probably provided the necessary 
lubrication enabling winds to push the boulders along.

Could this phenomena of nature have been employed by the builders of 
the Egyptian pyramids? Water, mud, and sands in various consistencies can be 
found in the Nile valley. Aqueducts could have provided conveyance channels 
between the quaries and the sites of the pyramids. It’s possible the fine sand’s 
abrasiveness polished the stones as they moved along. Ed Kunkle described his 
belief in this possibility in his publication Pharaoh’s Pump. A certain solution 
to the mystery of the ‘walking stones’ now seems near.
Contributed by: E.D. Robinson, 2903 Collins Avenue, Wheaton, MD 20902



l*Yrainids you can live with.
Introducing a new line of pre-energized Pyramid Products 

PYRAMID SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, Developed by Nick Edwards, 
8222 Nestle Ave., Reseda, Calif. 91335. (See Nick on the CBS-TV, April 
20th, Evening Pyramid Program, Nick will be speaking on: Pyramid Ener
gy and Its Applications.

PYRAMID MATRIX SLEEP SYSTEMS
Enjoy the experience of sleeping under the most advanced System ever created Our malrix 
technology works like a giant iens to focus the energy fields for new highs in sex. meditation. dreams. 
psychic powers and well betng.

$7.95 ।
10 INCH PYRAMID GENERATOR

HEALING STONED
OFL1FETHERAPEUTIC USE OF GEMS & MINERALS

qenerators to place objects on top tot faster 
results Breaks down easily and comes in bnght 
red blue orange and the Standard silver

$39.95
75 INCH MEDITATION PYRAMID

Now you can enjoy meditation and relaxation 
even more in a pyramid environment that s por
table. hght and convement Use it at home or 
take it wherever you go. »t s portable

▼ Gern energy is Cosmic RX ▼ Planetary influences
▼ Usable new concepts & confirmations ▼ Remedies
▼ Astrology ▼ Birthstones ▼ Determining your gems
▼ 80 gern minerals ▼ Esoteric aspects ▼ Gern misuse
▼ Handbook for Wizard & Layman ▼ Affinity charts

$5.50 ▼ 100 page book postpaid ▼ $5.50
MINERAL PERSPECTIVES

8915 N.E. 4th Ave. Road, Miami Shores, FL 33138

i

GREAT PYRAMID "WISH” PENDANT. The pyramid has a stid- 
ing base plate, revealing an inner chamber. Reports claim that 
wishes put inside often come true, The symbols represent eternity, 
love, prosperity & strength. The pendant attracts beneficial cosmic 
energies. Look & feel great! Limited edition signed by the designer. 
Free Good Luck Pyramid (Silverplate) small enough to fit inside w/ 
ea. purchase! Sterling Silver with S.S. chain $42.00. M.O. or check 
to ASHTON CO., Box 303, Gien Ellen, CA 95442 
©Justine Ashton 1976

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAmId GUIDE 
NEWSLETTER. . .in any combination or series.. . 
$1.00 each.
Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER...world’s most sensitive Dowsing instru
ment. ..twenty years in its development, and an effective experimental Dowsing device. 
The AURAMETER is lifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship assured.. .Over 
4,500 in use throughout the world today. The AURAMETER is a combination Water 
Compass, Weighing Device and Upright Pendulum. Nickel Plated $49.50, Copper Plated 
$60.00 — Postage Paid.

DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and OIL LOCATING, Cameron and Cox 
at $2.75 each, a unique, functional Dowsing approach at a distance. AQUAVIDEO, Lo
cating Underground Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $6.95. One of the most 
comprehensive, step-by-step, fully illustrated Dowsing methods ever written. Order above 
from Life Understanding Foundation, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 free 

jdescriptive brochures.

Please Note: The Pyramid Guide, El Cariso Publica
tions, the owner and Editorial Staff, does not accept 
responsibility for Statements made on the quality of 
product or Service offered by advertisers.

Knowledge 
That Has 
Endured 
With the 
Pyramids

UNLIMITED CONTACTS! I
MEET SINGLES INTERESTED IN OCCULT 
FROM ASTROLOGY TO WITCHCRAFT. ALL ;
AGES - NATIONWIDE MEMBERSHIP. con- 
FIDENTIAL INFORMATION. SENDS3.00 FOR 
BIG EXCITING MAGAZINES WITH NAMES 
AND PHOTOS.

EXCHANGE BOX 2337
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402

* 
* 
* 
* 
*

PYRAMIDOLOGY
For o listing of over 25 Pyromid Related 

Dooks ond more thon 30 Pyramid 
Products please send 2 stamps to;

PYRAMIDS
Ö143 - PG Big Bend
5t. Louis. Mo. 63119

STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT, Quarterly, covering 
megalithic sites, ley lines, astroarchaeology, Druids, 
ancient wisdom, geomancy. 8 issues — $4.00. "Stone
henge Viewpoint” P.O. Box 30887, Santa Barbara, 
California 93105.

CHALLENGE THE UNKNOWN — with FACT, not 
FICTION! COMING EARTHQUAKESI LATEST UFO 
CONTACT CASES! BIGFOOTI ATLANTIS! — this, 
and MORE in: THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL: 
$1.00 special: 4280-68 Ave. North, Pinellas Park, Fla. 
33565 SUBSCRIPTION RATES: U.S., Canadian, Mexi- 
can sub’s: $5.00 1 year, $9.00 2 years, $10 3 years. Foreign: 
$6.00 per year. JOAN O'CONNELL, EDITOR

THE ’WILFLEY’ CERAMIC PYRAMIDS...approxi
mately 12” x 12” base, are designs in I4-karat gold, 
hand-painted and signed by artists.. .special limited 
edition. Includes attractive redwood base and fur- 
nished with text on pyramid power. Send $49.95 or 
$19.95 for ceramic glazed pyramid. Order from 
PYRAMID INNERGY, INC., P.O. Box 4755, De
partment 3-A, Columbus, Ohio 43202.

A CASSETTE RECORDING*** with information from 
an EXTRATERRESTRIAL TEACHER that explain» in 
detail experiments that you can make to TRANSCEND 
TIME and be free to enter either the past or the future 
and know what is there.
Excerpt from tape: "Time is relative, and one can alter it 
or shift within it. Time is given to man for his use and he 
can master it. It is not to master him forever. Time 
should be understood as a means of measurement and no 
more, it is not a prison. It Controls certain functions of 
man, but man is free within time, if he knows the keys to 
freedom.”
Send check or money order for $7.50 plus $1.00 postage 
and handling (Calif. residents add 6% sales tax) to: 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RECORDINGS, Box 38320-P, 
Hollywood, CA 90038

WHENCE came the knowledge 
that built the Pyramids? Where did 
the first builders in the Nile Valley 
acquire their astounding wisdom that 
started man on his upward climb? Did 
their knowledge come from a race now 
submerged beneath the sea? From 
what concealed source came the wis
dom that produced such characters as 
Amenhotep IV, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Isaac Newton, and a host of others?

Today it is knoten that they discov
ered and used certain Secret Methods for 
the development of their inner power 
of mind. They truly learned to master 
life. This secret art of living has been 
preserved and handed down through
out the ages and today is extended to 
those who dare use its profound prin- 
ciples to meet and solve the problems 
of life in these complex times.

This Book — FREE
The Rosicrucians (not a religious Organiza
tion) have prepared an unusual book, which 
will be sent free to sincere inquirers, in which 
the method of receiving these principles and 

natural laws is explained. Write 
today for your copy of this book. 
Possibly it will be the first Step 
whereby you can accomplish 
many of your secret ambitions 
and the building of personal 
achievements . . . Address your 
inquiry to: Scribe p| R E

The Rosicrucians 
(AMORC)

San Jose, CA 95191 
U.S.A.



THE DOTTED LINE... 
across this world map, indi- 
cates the pyramid global meri- 
dian at 30 degrees north lati
tude. A curiously interesting 
and significant, energy beit 
emerges here. The planetary 
path outlined, parallels a 
ränge north of the earth’s 
equator, somewhat matching 
the so-called 33rd harmonic, 
UFO GRID (also reaching 33 
degrees south) and the solar 
beit of greatest sunspot activ- 
ity. See ANCIENT PYRA
MIDS RING THE PLANET
on page one of this edition.

Atlantis • Crystal pyramid goddess • Whirling your energies • Of my lunar seedings • 
Sweet high priestess • Your wisdom temples • Of * Higher creativity • Radiating laser 
purity • Showing • Our race • Secrets of integrated • Galactic balance • • • At
lantis • Duality bringer • Your compassionate light workers • In a time • Gone by • 
Leading humanity • Past • Your illusory thoughtforms • Through • The four. corners * 
Past • Your destructive spaces • Into • Triangles of solar spheres • • • Atlantis •
Your sacred consciousness • Still initiating • Our earth planet • Into • New age pattems

• Of • Love and peace * Within the light • Of the great • Cosmic Spirit • • •
Azarra

Due to recent disclosures of these great, subsea pyramids, this article will not be divided into two 
parts as previously planned. I had been asked by various sources contributing this information — 
from time to time — not to publish “just yet." I honored their requests, hoping eventually to be 
among the first to break the story in the Pyramid Guide.

For three years now I’ve harbored grave doubts about the authenticity of stories I read and 
heard from witnesses describing ancient pyramids on the ocean floor in the Atlantic; presumably in, 
or near the notorious Bermuda Triangle. The whole idea seemed far-fetched, too nebulous to Swal
low. But Strong threads of evidence began weaving into an exciting pattem, so the long wait has 
proven to be a blessing.

The first significant breakthrough came with Dr. Ray Brown’s discovery of a pyramid shadow, 
crystal ball found in a ninety-foot high, stone pyramid on the ocean bed in the middle of the so- 
called Bermuda (Devil’s) Triangle. (See Pyramid Guide issue #18, July-August ‘75.) Regardless of 
what anyone believes — and I find skeptics everywhere — DR. BROWN HAS THE ARTIFACT. 
This isn't a fabricated, man-made crystal. There are four, two-dimensional, smoke tinted pyramids 
in staggered rows, all thoroughly encased in this near-perfect, highly polished, one-piece crystal ball. 
Each slightly opaque pyramid becomes visible in sequential order as one views the orb, slowly moving 
from left to right around its perimeter.

I have only described some of the ‘real-in-fact’ magic associated with Dr. Brown’s ocean-pyramid 
crystal, the crystal skull (see Pyramid Guide #17, May-June ’75) and the truly pure, ‘dragon’s breath’ 
quartz crystals now used in connection with pyramid energy research. Details of these and other sig
nificant discoveries will be published — in part — in an upcoming series of manuscripts now in 
preparation,

I wish to thank Dr. Ray Brown, Pat Wortman of Unicom Guide--Psychic reporter, Box 11716, 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306, Pat and Joan O'Connell of 'The New Atlantean Journal,’ 4280-6 8th Ave. 
North, Pinellas Park, Flordia 33565, Rev. Robert Short of'The Blue Rose Ministry,' P.O. Box 622, 
Joshua Tree, Calif. 92252; Terry “Tony” c/o Jon Cox, ‘The American Society of Hypnosis, Los An
geles, Calif.; mediums, Elizabeth Bacon, John Garton of Lomita, Calif., Irene Rucinski, c/o (with 
thanks to) Sol and Irene Lewis of the Michigan Metaphysical Society; investigators, Tony Benik, Los 
Angeles, Calif., Eugene T. Condon, President Margen International, S.A., Clearwater, Florida, Dick 
Wingate, Baltimore, Md., and several others who kindly contributed to unravelling one of the great 
mysteries in our time. (Addresses have only been given where permission to do so has been received.)

I also wish to acknowledge the marvelous contributions made toward better understanding of 
the Bermuda Triangle, Atlantean ocean pyramids and prehistory artifact mysteries by the late, great 
philosopher, Plato; J. Manson Valentine, Ph.D., Curator Honoris of the Museum of Science, Miami, 
Florida, the late Ivan T. Sanderson, author-zoologist and UFO researcher, the late Edgar Cayce, c/o 
A.R.E., Virginia Beach, Va., and the late Verne L. Cameron, world renowned Dowser and psychic 
researcher of Lake Elsinore, Calif., Count, Pino Turolla, Dr. Maxine Asher, A.M.R.A., Westwood, 
Calif., and those other faithful, undeterred investigators, whose combined efforts have proven be
yond all doubt the existence of sunken cities, temples, pyramids, and artifacts of ancient, pre-history 
civilizations. Bill Cox, Santa Barbara, California, May 5, 1977.
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